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The authors are to be commended for an excellent paper which 
should be a very useful tool to the industry. 

The following comments are the result of a comparison between 
the present paper and the 1956 paper by Messrs. H. Heget-
schweiler and R. L. Bartlett.4 

The data in Table 1 on page 254 referring to Nonreheat Units in-
dicate that the single row governing stage design listed in the 1956 
paper was abandoned in favor of the two row governing stage de-
sign. When comparing the full load efficiencies of the two row 
governing stage designs, completely corrected, the 1962 paper 
indicates a 0.5 percent poorer efficiency than the 1956 paper for 
a 100 mw, 1450 psig - 1000° F - 1.5 in Hga unit. For a 33 
mw unit designed for 850 psig — 900 deg F — 1.5 in. Hga this 
efficiency difference increases to 1.3 percent. The part load cor-
rection factors are about the same, independent of rating and steam 
conditions. 

During the presentation of the paper it was stated that "reheat 
turbine" heat rate levels determined from the 1962 paper will be 
from >A to 1 percent better than the values derived from the 
1956 paper. The comparison of the efficiency data for reheat 
turbines is rather complicated due to the fact that it divides the 
turbine into three sections which are combined to suit the appli-
cation. Consequently, an overall turbine efficiency evaluation is 
not possible, except by working out a great number of examples, 
and it must suffice to compare the individual section values. 

The 3600 rpm, 1-row governing stage, high-pressure section 
efficiency, completely corrected, remained essentially the same 
as given by the 1956 paper. The 3600 rpm, 2-row governing 
stage, high-pressure section efficiency, completely corrected, has 
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been improved primarily due to the change in the volume flow 
correction which favors especially the lower volume flow turbines. 
(1,500,000 ft3A • • • 0.55 percent, 750,000 ft3A • • • 1-1 percent, 
375,000 f t 3 / / ( . . . . 2.2 percent improvement). 

The intermediate pressure sections, 3600 rpm noncondensing, 
without governing stage, were improved from 3/< to l1/* percent 
for customary pressure ratio ranges. 

For the reheat sections, at any turbine speed combination, the 
corrected base efficiencies were improved approximately 3 per-
cent. The initial conditions efficiency correction increased (in 
the negative direction) by 1.5 percent to 2.5 percent. The net 
improvement is in favor of the 1962 paper efficiency and amounts 
to 0.5 to 1.5 percent in the normal application range. 

These internal efficiency changes will result in more efficient 
expansion lines when compared to the 1956 paper. The applica-
tion of the exhaust loss will then give the used energy end point. 

A comparison was made between the exhaust loss curves as 
presented in this paper with those presented in the 1956 paper. 
Since the treatment of the moisture effect was changed, calcula-
tions were made assuming 5 percent, 10 percent, and 15 percent 
moisture levels. The attached curves for the 43-in. blade, down-
ward exhaust, 10 percent moisture, are characteristic of the ex-
haust losses for all blade sizes, both 3600 and 1800 rpm. From 
these curves it is noted that the magnitude of the minimum ex-
haust los3 has not changed appreciably, if at all, but the annulus 
velocity at which it occurs increased about 20 percent. The 
branch of the curves pertaining to the lower exhaust flows has 
practically the same shape as was shown in the 1956 paper. As a 
consequence these losses are now higher than before. The branch 
of the curve pertaining to the larger exhaust flows has now a 
steeper characteristic than was shown in the 1956 paper. This 
results in a small reduction in exhaust loss in the region of 500-
1000 ft/sec annulus velocity, while it increased beyond the 1000 
ft/sec value. 

The result of this change decreases the "used energy end point" 
slightly in the annulus velocity region between 500 and 1000 ft/sec. 
The used energy end point increases for the lower velocities 
corresponding to loads normally 50 percent capability and 
lower and a small amount for higher than 1000 ft/sec annulus 
velocities. 

The paper stated under Exhaust Loss (page 251) that the "calcu-
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lated leaving loss" was combined with experimental and field test 
hood loss data. We presume that the leaving loss was evaluated 
by using well established theoretical formulas taking the blading 
configuration into account. Since the two papers do not indicate 
any change in the geometry of the various comparable ends we 
conclude that the calculated leaving losses remained the same. 
The differences between the two sets of exhaust loss curves must 
therefore be due to changes in hood losses or off design pressure 
ratio operational losses. 

Appendix III of the paper presents a method of calculating the 
exhaust loss beyond the point where sonic velocity exists 
at the exit of the last row of blades. This method is based 
on a sonic velocity level of 1302 ft/sec. It has been shown in the 
paper by W. G. Steltz5 that the acoustic or choking velocity of 
steam is a function of the exhaust state point. It would appear 
that this factor should be taken into account in the evaluation of 
the exhaust loss. 

It is noted that the sonic velocity level mentioned in the paper 
on page 251 "is about 1300 ft/sec" whereas Appendix III applies 
the correction to exhaust loss at annulus velocities greater than 
1400 ft/sec. The difference in annulus velocity level between 
1300 ft/sec and 1400 ft/sec, must then be a hood loss. 

To summarize our conclusions, it appears that the major part of 
the efficiency or heat rate gains attributed to the present paper 
reheat turbine data must have resulted from improving the in-
ternal efficiencies of the various turbine elements. The evalua-
tion of the exhaust loss curves shows practically no change in the 
normal operating and high annulus velocity range and a definite 
impairment in the low load annulus velocity regions. 

R. E. Schwartz6 

The authors are to be commended on their presentation of a 
very interesting paper. In reading the paper and comparing the 
method of predicting the performance of steam turbine generators 
put forth by the authors with that used by the writer's company 
several questions have come to mind on material not completely 
covered in the paper. 

In their comments on the Hegetschweiler-Bartlett paper Hop-
kins and Whelan of Stone & Webster asked the authors for a brief 
discussion of the factors influencing the selection of governing 
stage pitch diameter and the number of control valves. Heget-
Bchweiler and Bartlett in their closure gave some general prac-
tices of their company which related governing stage pitch diame-
ter and number of control valves to unit rating and initial steam 
conditions. 

In the current paper the example used by the authors indicates 
a governing stage pitch diameter of a larger size. This is a definite 
change from the practice indicated by Hegetschweiler and Bart-
lett. Would the authors be willing to give more specific informa-
tion on practice in choosing governing stage pitch diameter for 
single and double reheat units? Also, at what point is it neces-
sary to go to a double flow high pressure turbine? 

On nonreheat units the pressure at the exit of the governing 
stage at design flow is very important in determining the ef-
ficiency of the unit yet the authors give little information of the 
approach to be used in setting this pressure for any given unit. 
Would the authors comment on this point? 

Authors' Closure 
The authors thank Messrs. Davids and Heinze for their com-

parison between the present paper and the 1956 paper by Messrs. 
Hegetschweiler and Bartlett.4 Since the latter paper did not 
explicitly define the packing and mechanical losses for nonreheat 
units and requires extrapolation of the generator losses below 
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60,000 kva, a comparison with the present paper is difficult. 
Table 4 shows an efficiency comparison for the two nonreheat 
units discussed by Messrs. Davids and Heinze. 

This comparison of nonreheat units is based on designs with 
5 percent flow margin, a governing stage velocity ratio of 0.31 at 
design flow, which corresponds to a pressure at the exit of the 
governing stage of 0.625 times the throttle pressure at design 
flow. In addition to such normal designs, the 1962 method pro-
vides for designs having improved light load performance at the 
expense of full load performance. For example, the rated load 
efficiencies may be lowered by as much as 0.8 percent for the 
33,000 kw unit and 0.4 percent for the 100,000 kw unit while 
obtaining significantly improved light load performance. 

The conclusions of Messrs. Davids and Heinze that the im-
provement in reheat unit performance between the 1956 and 1962 
papers is primarily due to changes in the internal efficiency of 
the turbine sections is correct. The overall effect at full and part 
load of internal efficiency, exhaust loss, packing leakages, me-
chanical losses, and generator losses results in improved per-
formance of V? to 1 percent in the normal range of application. 

As pointed out by Messrs. Davids and Heinze, the differences 
in the exhaust loss such as shown by Fig. 32 are due to changes 
in hood losses and off design pressure ratio operation losses. 
The hood loss has been reduced while the introduction of the last 
stage loss due to variations in pressure ratio have increased the 
exhaust loss. To be theoretically correct, this pressure ratio loss 
B h o u l d be a correction to the expansion line efficiency. To sim-
plify the calculation procedure, it has been included in the exhaust 
loss since both are a function of annulus velocity. 

The value of sonic velocity of 1302 ft/sec is for an exhaust pres-
sure of V/t in. hg abs. It is true that variations in exhaust 
pressure change the value of sonic velocity. However, the varia-
tion in exhaust loss between 1250 and 1400 ft/sec at different 
exhaust pressures is small. As shown in Fig. 33, the variation at 
1 and 2 in. hg abs from 1.5 in. hg abs is about 0.35 Btu/lb in ex-
haust loss or only about 0.035 percent in heat rate. Since these 
variations increase at higher annulus velocities, the calculation 
procedure of Appendix III is utilized rather than continuing the 
exhaust loss curves beyond sonic velocity. 

It appears that we have caused some confusion by extending the 
exhaust loss curves slightly beyond 1302 ft/sec to 1400 ft/sec. 
This was done to eliminate the necessity of numerous iterations in 
calculating exhaust loss at annulus velocities greater than 1302 
ft/sec. The errors introduced by this simplification are negligible. 
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Fig. 33 Effect of exhaust pressure on exhaust loss 
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Rating, kw 
Initial pressure, psig 
Initial temperature, F 
Exhaust pressure, in. hg abs 
Throttle flow," lb/hr 
Condenser flow," lb/hr 

Table 4 Efficiency comparison for nonreheal units 

33,000 100,000 
850 1450 
900 1000 
1.5 1.5 
289,410 783,000 
210,544 555,000 

Method 1956 1962 %A* 1956 1962 c ?o< \ b 

Efficiency-To ELEP, % 86 .92 86. .57 0.4 P 87. 42 87. .27 0. ,2 P 
Efficiency-To UEEP, % 83 .87 83 .64 0.3 P 84. .98 84. 93 0. .1 P 
Efficiency-To UEEP, & including 

packing, leakage loss, % 83. .25 83. .02 0.3 P 84. 59 84. 54 0. 1 P 
Efficieney-To UEEP, & including 

packing generator and mechanical 
losses, % 81.20 81.39 0.2 B 83.13 83.11 
° At rating kw and 1.5 in. hg abs. 
1 P = 1962 method poorer, B = 1962 method better 

Throttle 
pressure, psig 

1450 
1800 100-125 36 

150-175 34 
200-250 36 

2400 Thru 300 38 
350-400 41 
500-600 41 

3500 Thru 500 41 
600 41 
800-1000 41 

Messrs. Davids and Heinze state that the difference in annulus 
velocity level between 1300 and 1400 ft/sec must be a hood loss. 
Actually energy applied to the reheat turbine which results in 
change in annulus velocity from sonic to a larger value does not 
increase kw output. Whether you call this an increase in hood 
loss or leaving loss is a matter of definition. 

Mr. Schwartz has kindly pointed out that in order to determine 
efficiencies using these methods, certain turbine design parame-
ters such as governing stage pitch diameter and number of con-
trol valves must be specified. The determination of these 
parameters are the result of many compromises between eco-
nomic, mechanical and thermodynamic design, and operating re-
quirement factors by the turbine designer. In general, these 
factors have only a minor effect on heat rate. Typical governing 
stage parameters for reheat turbines as built by the authors' 
company are provided in Table 5. 

Throttle flow 
of ratio at first 
ns admission 

0.30 
8 8 0.30 
6 6 0.30 
8 8 0.30 
4 4 0.35 
4 3 0.60 
4 4 0.35 
4 3 0.60 
4 2 0 85 
4 1 1.0 

In the range of unit capabilities studied by the authors' com-
pany, it has not been found desirable to design high-pressure 
sections with all the stages double flowed. However, the ef-
ficiency of such sections would be determined on the basis of two 
parallel flow sections (N = 2). High-pressure sections having a 
double flow governing stage with the remainder of the stages 
single flowed have been built and tested. Negligible efficiency 
losses have been found to result from such double flowing of the 
governing stage and the efficiency is determined on the basis of an 
all single flow section (N = 1). 

Under the approach of rating conductor-cooled generators at 
their maximum hydrogen pressure rating, the mechanical and 
generator losses (Figs. 19 through 23) should be determined at an 
equivalent capability at 15 psi less than maximum hydrogen pres-
sure. For generators built by the authors' company, the equiva-
lent capability is equal to the maximum hydrogen pressure capa-
bility divided by 1.10. 

Table 5 Typical reheat turbine governing stage parameters 

Governing Number of 
stage pitch dia, governing Number 

bating, mw in. values admissio 
>0-100 36 6 6 
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